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New compost technology helps Enfield
farm save on fuel costs
By John Lavenburg
For the Journal Inquirer Oct 3, 2018

A pilot project at an En9eld farm is generating heat by composting manure, leading to big savings in

fuel consumption, farm and state oQcials say.

The project at Collins Powder Hill Farm was led by the Connecticut Farm Energy Program with the

help from the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection and a U.S.

Department of Energy grant.

The Compost Aeration and Heat Recovery Pilot Project introduced a new system at the farm, the

Agrilab Technologies Hot Skid 250R. It is a plug-and-play unit consisting of the mechanical aeration,

heat recovery, plumbing, monitoring, and controlling components.

An initial report, at the end of 2017, found it’s been effective.

The system has achieved thermophilic conditions, at 131 degrees Fahrenheit and higher, which

accelerates the composting process of primarily manure, and other carbon-rich biomass ingredients,

the report says.

In its 9rst six months, from the start of the project in July through the remainder of 2017, the system
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saved the farm 560 gallons of diesel fuel consumption and 160 hours of labor, the report says.

Preheating the water in the dairy barn with CAHR over four months offset heating oil consumption by

250 gallons. At $2.64 a gallon or $660 total, this would equate to savings of $1,920 annually, the

report says.

Jack Collins from Collins Powder Hill Farm has been impressed with how much the technology has

helped.

“The fuel savings are tremendous,” Collins said. “We are de9nitely getting our pay back from what we

put into it.”

Before, Collins said the previous compost system would take about a year, whereas, now it only takes

about three or four months.

The pilot project is set to end soon, Connecticut Farm Energy Program Director Amanda Fargo-

Johnson said, but that doesn’t mean the end of the program.

“The goal is that (the program) will continue,” Johnson said. “We will monitor it on a yearly basis ,and

then it’s a source of education and sharing information with other farms.”

The Hot Skid 250R is available for farms to purchase through Agrilab Technologies. According to

Agrilab Technologies President Brian Jerose, the company has already made installations in farms in

9ve states and is looking to expand.

Jerose said the company is always looking for ways to develop and make the product accessible to

different sized farms.

“We’re always looking for some smaller scale applications from people who aren’t traditional

composters,” Jerose said. “Then we can work with both the small and large scales doing modular

systems and multiple units.”

He adds, “We’re trying to expand the different scenarios where this technology can be bene9cial.”

Agrilab Technologies is a company that creates compost heat recovery systems.

For details on the technology, or the pilot program visit

www.ctrcd.org/agriculture/compost-heat-recovery-project/
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or

agrilabtech.com
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